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Abstract 

Marine diazotrophs, a highly specialized group of marine prokaryotes, convert atmospheric 

nitrogen gas into bioavailable forms of nitrogen and are thus critical to maintain the fertility of the 

ocean. However, little is known about the link between global-scale diazotroph diversity and marine 

N2 fixation rates. Here, we address this question by integrating more than 22’000 DNA sequencing 

and microscopy-based observations for 14 diazotroph species into species distribution models. We 

identify distinct biogeographic patterns for the major known taxa of diazotrophs, including colony-

forming, unicellular, symbiotic, and non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs. Non-cyanobacterial 

diazotrophs show a higher annual mean number of presences in upwelling regions compared to 

their cyanobacterial counterparts. In addition, the identified biogeographic patterns reveal a strong 

latitudinal gradient in diazotroph species richness, which is highest in tropical and subtropical 

regions and declines towards the poles. Temperature and nutrient-related parameters rank as the 

most important predictors of the biogeography explaining up to 36% of the variance in the data for 

specific taxa. We find diazotroph richness to be positively correlated with independently estimated 

nitrogen fixation rates, suggesting efficient resource partitioning rather than competitive exclusion 

as the dominant driver of the observed biodiversity patterns. Our work reveals that important 

biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships associated with global biogeochemical cycling 

exist in the marine plankton, and suggests that global nitrogen fixation rates and diazotroph 

diversity are likely to increase in a warming ocean. 

Significance Statement 

The diversity patterns of marine nitrogen fixers (diazotrophs) are poorly known, despite the central 

role that these organisms play in providing bioavailable nitrogen to fuel the ocean’s productivity. 
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We enhance our current knowledge by combining observations with species distribution models for 

an unprecedented number of marine diazotrophic species, permitting us to derive the first 

observation-based map of diazotroph species richness. By showing that an increase in richness of 

diazotrophic species is positively correlated with biological nitrogen fixation, we imply the 

importance of biodiversity for ecosystem function and the existence of biodiversity-ecosystem 

function relationships within the marine realm. We also demonstrate the importance of temperature 

for structuring diazotrophic richness, implying that global ocean warming might positively impact 

marine pelagic nitrogen fixation. 

 
 
Introduction 
 
Nitrogen-fixing microorganisms, collectively termed diazotrophs, convert atmospheric nitrogen gas 

into fixed forms of bioavailable nitrogen. This way, they supply a very substantial fraction of the 

nitrogen needed to support primary production and export in many oligotrophic regions of the 

tropics and subtropics (1, 2). Biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) is also key for maintaining the fertility 

of the ocean, as it resupplies most of the fixed nitrogen that is lost from the ocean as a consequence 

of denitrification processes (3). Biological nitrogen fixation is a highly specialized process that only 

a handful of organismal groups can perform (4). The nifH gene encoding the central enzyme that 

enables the splitting of the N2 molecule, i.e., the nitrogenase, is highly conserved and found 

exclusively within the domain of Bacteria and Archaea (4). Thus, the overall richness of diazotroph 

species is relatively low, especially when compared to the richness of species supplying more 

widespread ecosystem functions such as photosynthesis. Still, research in the last few years has 

uncovered several new groups of marine species capable of BNF, substantially expanding the 

diversity of known diazotrophs (5, 6). This highlights how little is known about the key marine 

diazotrophs and their biogeography, and consequently, how their diversity might be related to the 

magnitude of BNF. This is a major shortcoming, hampering not only our ability to model the global 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/xKi5d+MIHUO
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/l1dmw
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/DfzP7
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/DfzP7
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/RvrYx+lhi80
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distribution of this important group of species in space and time but also limiting our ability to assess 

how this group responds to future climate change and other changes in oceanic stressors (7). 

 

Historically, it was believed that BNF in the global oceans was primarily driven by one group of 

cyanobacteria, i.e., the colony-forming species in the genus Trichodesmium (8, 9). Trichodesmium 

spp. can easily be recognized using microscopy-based sampling strategies and has been studied 

for decades. The second studied group refers to diazotrophs of the genera Richelia and Calothrix 

(10), who live in symbiosis with diatoms of the genera Chaetoceros, Hemiaulus and Rhizosolenia 

(10). Their contribution to global BNF was believed to be much smaller than that of Trichodesmium, 

mainly owing to the strong silicic acid limitation of the host diatoms that prevent them from growing 

in many low-nutrient regions (11).  

 

The advent of culture-independent methodologies, such as amplification of the nifH gene by PCR 

or shotgun metagenomics, revolutionized traditional methods of identifying diazotrophs and led in 

the past two decades to the discovery of several additional groups of diazotrophs (6, 12). The first 

newly discovered group of marine diazotrophs are unicellular cyanobacteria collectively referred to 

as UCYN, with three known subgroups UCYN-A, UCYN-B, and UCYN-C. Besides free-living cells, 

this group also contains species that are found in symbiosis with photosynthetic eukaryotes or as 

aggregates (13, 14). Within the Candidatus species Atelocyanobacterium thalassa (UCYN-A), 

several strains have been recognized (A1 to A6) (15). The strain UCYN-A2 is known as a symbiont 

of the prymnesiophyte algae Braarudosphaera bigelowii, and the smaller-sized UCYN-A1 is 

associated with a yet unidentified relative of B. bigelowii (13). Representatives from the genus 

Crocosphaera (UCYN-B) are either free-living or aggregate-forming depending on the specific 

strain (14). Cyanothece-like UCYN-C diazotrophs are presumably free-living small diazotrophs that 

can form aggregates of up to 500 μm that contribute to the rapid sinking of particulate organic 

carbon (16). The second group of newly recognized diazotrophs are potentially heterotrophic 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/URd6y
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/D6NaU+ZEjSE
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/VTIDG
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/VTIDG
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/BIaLb
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/x94Ky+lhi80
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/DGQwP+J6QEW
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/Rksj4
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/DGQwP
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/J6QEW
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/7flsE
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bacteria and archaea (often referred to as non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs), which might be capable 

of  BNF based on the presence of the nifHDK operon in their genomes (12). The most widely 

distributed non-cyanobacterial diazotroph is the phylotype Gamma-A, a gamma-proteobacteria that 

has been found in oligotrophic oxygenated waters of subtropical and tropical latitudes (17). Thus, 

these molecular methods led to the recognition that diazotrophic niches are much wider than 

previously recognized. 

 

As to their niche characteristics and drivers, at first, diazotrophs were thought to thrive only in the 

oligotrophic regions of the ocean, where they benefit from the low concentration of nitrate, either 

because these low concentrations hamper the growth of their competitors or because the nitrogen-

fixing capacity allows them to inhabit a nitrogen-poor milieu (18). Diazotrophs were also believed 

to be limited to high temperatures since elevated temperatures provide the higher energies needed 

for the diazotrophs to better cope with the energetically very expensive process of splitting the N2 

molecule. However, more recent work indicates that diazotrophs can be found in nearly all 

environments, ranging from euphotic oligotrophic waters (6) to cold polar nutrient-rich waters (19) 

down to aphotic environments (20) and oxygen minimum zones (21). Whereas cyanobacterial 

diazotrophs are observed predominantly in euphotic surface waters (22), active BNF in aphotic 

waters has been attributed to non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs which are believed to be ubiquitous 

in marine waters and can reach higher relative abundances than their cyanobacterial counterparts 

(6, 12).  

As to their impact on global nitrogen cycling, our knowledge about the ecosystem function 

performed by diazotrophs in terms of BNF advanced significantly in recent decades (4, 23–25). 

While initial estimates were based nearly exclusively on the incubation of Trichodesmium (9), whole 

community assays and geochemical approaches (26–29) are now paying better attention to the 

potential diversity of diazotrophs and their contribution to BNF, both in modeling and observational 

studies (24, 30). Yet, in situ BNF measurements remain sparse and extrapolations tentative, with 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/x94Ky
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/ct6Oj
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/p7WHx
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/lhi80
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/tjqbL
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/ypkIq
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/FkuSG
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/NWDsV
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/lhi80+x94Ky
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/oAr5c+8XRIo+DfzP7+mh0oJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/ZEjSE
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/bwfmP+jzZJ7+5Aasm+prsF7
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/HTuOx+8XRIo
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current best estimates of global BNF hovering around 150 Tg N yr-1 (23, 24). While work has been 

conducted to quantify overall diversity and gross BNF rates, what has not been assessed so far is 

the relationship between global diazotroph species diversity and BNF. The identification of such a 

relationship would provide evidence for an important biodiversity-ecosystem functioning 

relationship (31–33) in marine plankton ecosystems associated with global biogeochemical cycling. 

Together with the identification of its underlying drivers, the existence of such a biodiversity-

ecosystem functioning relationship may have far-reaching implications for the response of marine 

plankton and global biogeochemical cycles to climate change. 

 

As BNF is exclusively driven by diazotrophs, their community and diversity structure could directly 

control global BNF rates in alternative ways. On one hand, high degrees of niche similarity and 

overlap could lead to competitive exclusion for resources (34), where species in well-mixed 

environments with little spatial environmental heterogeneity compete for the same resources, which 

would result in a negative biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationship. On the other hand, 

higher rates of ecosystem function with increasing diversity could emerge through niche 

partitioning, where species adapt and specialize in different ecological niches and resources within 

a community (35). The difference in resource use ultimately leads to an augmentation in the overall 

exploitation of the available resources increasing resource use efficiency. While pelagic 

diazotrophs occupy similar environments, different kinds of diazotrophs may co-exist by relying on 

diverse ecophysiological strategies to achieve BNF. For example, Trichodesmium spp. fix nitrogen 

during the day with the highest nitrogen fixation rates around noon (36), while other species from 

the genera Crocosphaera spp. (UCYN-B) and Cyanothece spp. (UCYN-C) fix nitrogen at night (37, 

38). Others, such as Richelia and Calothrix form heterocysts that protect the oxygen-sensitive nifH 

gene from being irreversibly damaged by photosynthetically produced oxygen (39). Therefore, we 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/oAr5c+8XRIo
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/KRjYq+wxY29+PLd85
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/nOwaA
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/scl0E
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/WyuqJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/TdffC+HtBAT
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/TdffC+HtBAT
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/DQQwW
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hypothesize that due to this variety of complementary strategies, higher species richness of 

diazotrophs increases the resource use efficiency, resulting in higher BNF rates. 

Historically, data limitations hampered the testing of such biodiversity-ecosystem functioning 

relationships in the marine environment on a global scale. Although there have been efforts to 

compute data compilations for observations of cyanobacterial diazotrophs mostly (24, 25, 40), we 

fill the gap by compiling a new database about the distribution of marine diazotrophic species and 

by using species distribution models (SDMs) to derive their biogeographic pattern. This provides 

us a means to address three key scientific questions: (i) What is the biogeographic distribution of 

the different diazotrophic species in the global ocean? (ii) What species richness pattern emerges 

from the assemblage of these individual distributions? And (iii) how does species richness relate to 

BNF? 

 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
In this study, we update the existing databases of in situ diazotroph observations (24, 40) with 

records retrieved from recent surveys, thereby combining diazotroph records detected via 

traditional (microscopy) or sequence-based (qPCR and metagenomic) techniques. This leads to 

a database of marine diazotrophs spanning more than 22’000 observations and information on 

29 species (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Each taxon has been modeled individually using a specific set 

of varying environmental predictor combinations at a resolution of 1° longitude by 1° latitude in 

space and monthly climatological basis in time. SDMs are empirical models that estimate the 

realized environmental niche of a taxon by fitting a response curve between the distributions of 

occurrence data and variables (Table S1) that depict the environmental conditions associated 

with these occurrences (41). Based on such response curves, SDMs predict habitat suitability 

indices (HSI) that we converted to presence-absence distribution maps. We then determined the 

global biogeographical patterns of successfully modeled species (n = 14) via ensembles of SDMs 

that were optimized to filter out spurious patterns that may emerge from sparse and biased 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/jLCvo+8XRIo+mh0oJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/jLCvo+8XRIo
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/gmRpA
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sample distributions (42, 43). Our use of an ensemble approach in terms of environmental 

predictors, model types, and background selection strategies permits us to determine global 

plankton species richness patterns in a robust manner (42, 43). By stacking up taxa-specific 

predictions of presence-absence maps, we estimate global diazotroph richness in space and 

time and analyze its emergent correlation with marine BNF retrieved from model-based (44) and 

observational (25) studies. A detailed description of the methodology applied can be found in the 

supplementary information provided.  

 
 
Results 
 
Diazotroph richness and beta diversity 

Our ensemble modeling framework predicts a strong latitudinal gradient in diazotroph richness 

(Fig. 1A and B). Hotspots of diazotroph richness are found in the North Pacific Gyre and the 

central Indian Ocean, where nearly 70% of the species occur, whereas polar waters display the 

lowest ensemble richness estimates with less than 1% of the diazotrophs being present. The 

highest richness estimates of the Atlantic Ocean reach up to 59% of total diazotrophs modeled 

with maxima located in the South Atlantic Subtropical Gyre and along the western central Atlantic. 

The emergent global richness pattern is retained when accounting for differences in sampling 

methodology as shown in Fig. S2 (SI Appendix), where the input data to the modeling pipeline 

has been re-run using only microscopy-based and sequence-based observations (Pearson r = 

0.98, p < 0.001). When analyzed per 1° latitudinal bins, the ensemble mean richness reaches its 

maxima at around ~10° north, and ~13° south of the equator with an averaged normalized 

richness across bins of around 50%. At the equator, our projections show a drop in richness 

harboring up to 35% of the diazotrophic species. This drop results from the low richness 

estimates predicted for the upwelling region of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. The global latitudinal 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/9V669+dN1Ag
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/dN1Ag+9V669
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/M7NW2
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/mh0oJ
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trend of high richness in tropical regions and a poleward decrease in diazotroph richness is 

consistent across all ensemble members (Fig. 1B).  

The ensemble spread is highest at 7.5°- 10.5° northern latitude, 11.5°- 14.5° southern latitude 

and smallest at 35.5°- 43.5° northern latitude, 33.5°- 40.5° southern latitude (Fig. 1B). Sixteen 

out of 18 models retain the characteristic dip in richness at the equator. Two non-conforming 

models show an evenly high richness estimate between 30° north and south of the equator. The 

global median normalized richness across ensemble members ranges between 0.3 and 0.4 with 

a slight difference in the range of richness estimates between ensemble members (SI Appendix, 

Fig. S3A).  

To further visualize how differences in community composition are related to the global 

diazotroph richness gradient, we computed beta diversity using the Jaccard dissimilarity index 

as the sum of species turnover and species nestedness (45). Both species turnover and 

nestedness are indices ranging between zero and one, with higher values for species turnover 

indicating a more complete turnover of species composition and higher values in nestedness 

indicating a higher fraction of shared species between two locations. We computed species 

turnover and nestedness for each grid cell as the average across all grid cells. While nestedness 

estimates are generally lower when compared to species turnover on a global scale, the highest 

estimates of species turnover are found in tropical and subtropical regions with ocean basin-

dependent differences. Species turnover has a higher range with minimum values of 0.19 +/-

0.14 and maxima of 0.66 +/-0.17, while nestedness ranges between 0.12 +/-0.06 and 0.39 +/-

0.10 (Fig. 1C and D). The highest species turnover can be found in the North Atlantic (0.66 +/-

0.17), while being lowest in the eastern part of the North Equatorial Pacific (0.19 +/-0.14; Fig. 1C) 

For nestedness, the highest estimates are found in the eastern tropical Pacific (0.39 +/-0.10) and 

Indian Ocean (0.35 +/- 0.13) (Fig. 1D), while for polar regions, we see an even contribution of 

nestedness and species turnover to Jaccard dissimilarity. To disentangle the relative contribution 

of species turnover and nestedness to total dissimilarity and thus identify which ecological 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/pQpvz
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process structures the global diazotroph richness gradient, we computed the beta ratio as the 

ratio between nestedness and the Jaccard dissimilarity index. Overall, species turnover 

contributes more to the richness gradient and nestedness dominates only in richness hotspots 

where the highest richness estimates are found, indicating that within the modeled diazotroph 

community (n = 14), turnover is the dominant process underlying the global diazotroph richness 

pattern (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). However, when looking at the beta diversity patterns for 

cyanobacterial diazotrophs alone, we find the highest nestedness in regions with the highest 

diazotroph richness estimates (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). Differences regarding the global Jaccard 

dissimilarity estimates between each ensemble member are comparably small, but the 

background selection strategy can have a strong effect on species turnover (SI Appendix, Fig. 

S3B).  

 

Global biogeography of diazotrophs 

To further understand the biogeography of each diazotrophic taxa individually, we computed the 

annual mean number of presences across all 12 months for each taxa modeled. The genus 

Trichodesmium displays the highest annual mean number of presences in tropical and 

subtropical regions of the North Atlantic (annual mean number of presences > 0.98). It is 

projected as absent in polar regions, though penetrating further north in the North Atlantic when 

compared to the North Pacific (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A). All unicellular cyanobacteria (UCYN-A, 

UCYN-B, and UCYN-C; SI Appendix, Fig. S5C, E and G) show strong overlapping 

biogeographies that are limited to the subtropical and tropical regions and that show a strong 

decline in the annual mean number of presences towards the poles. For unicellular 

cyanobacterial diazotrophs, the annual mean number of presences reaches their maxima around 

~35° north and south of the equator, while the annual number of mean presences drops in 

upwelling-influenced regions. This latitudinal pattern holds true across all ensemble members 
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within the unicellular cyanobacterial species. Similar to Trichodesmium, UCYN-A, UCYN-B, and 

UCYN-C are projected to have a low annual mean number of presences in upwelling regions but 

increases in oligotrophic gyres, such as in the subtropical north and southern Pacific Gyre, the 

northern subtropical Atlantic Gyre, and the Indian Ocean with exceptions of the northwestern 

regions of the Indian Ocean that are more strongly influenced by upwelling. For the genus 

Richelia (SI Appendix, Fig. S5I), the highest annual mean number of presences is projected 

around ~35° north and south of the equator, with a drop in the annual mean number of presences 

towards more tropical regions and a sharp decline above the ~35° threshold polewards. This 

latitudinal pattern is well-conserved across all ensemble members. Richelia are projected to be 

more closely affiliated to marine regions whose environmental conditions are more affected by 

continental inputs such as the western Atlantic close to the Amazon River delta.  

We find a general spatial difference in the global distribution of cyanobacterial and non-

cyanobacterial diazotrophs (Fig. 2A and B). While photoautotrophic diazotrophs show low 

diversity in the productive waters influenced by upwelling processes, non-cyanobacterial 

diazotrophs do appear to thrive in such nutrient-rich waters. For cyanobacterial organisms, the 

Indian Ocean shows the highest richness estimates, indicating a potential hotspot of 

cyanobacterial diazotroph diversity (Fig. 2A). Our model predicts a high richness of non-

cyanobacterial diazotrophs in the Pacific, especially in the region affected by the Peruvian 

Coastal Upwelling System (Fig. 2B). 

Finally, to identify the drivers of diazotroph biogeography, we used an ensemble of single factor 

analysis on each diazotrophic species where we computed a mean rank that was later used to 

select environmental predictors (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Sea surface temperature emerged as 

the most important predictor across all diazotroph taxa on a global scale, explaining up to 36% 

of the variability in the data for some taxa and with an interquartile range across all taxa between 

10-20%. After sea surface temperature, nitrate and phosphate concentrations rank as the 
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second and third most important predictors with median R-squared values between 0.10 and 

0.15. 

 

Diazotroph richness and N2-fixation rates 

To test whether a biodiversity-ecosystem function relationship exists between diazotroph 

diversity and BNF, we analyze the correlation between global marine BNF rates and diazotroph 

richness using a global model-based estimate of BNF from (44) and in situ measurements 

derived from a recently compiled database (25). We matched each ensemble richness estimate 

with the estimated gridded BNF rate and found a significant positive correlation (Spearman’s ρ 

= 0.8, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3A). BNF rates are higher in the low latitudes where diazotroph richness 

tends to be high and decrease towards the poles. Furthermore, regions of intense upwelling are 

recognized as regions of lower BNF and lower species richness. We further analyzed the 

correlation between our projected ensemble richness and in situ nitrogen fixation measurements. 

We plotted the in situ BNF rates compiled by Shao et al. 2023 (25) as a function of our projected 

ensemble richness (Fig. 2B). It is important to keep in mind that the scales covered by the two 

types of BNF estimates differ significantly. Indeed, while the in situ measured BNF rates 

correspond to local discrete measurements integrated over 24 hours influenced by submeso- 

and mesoscale processes, the estimate from Fig. 2A comes from a mechanistic model that is 

representative of mean annual scales. Due to the high range of observed BNF rates spanning 

several orders of magnitudes within the in situ measurements, the positive correlation between 

in situ measurements and richness holds true only on a log-scale (Spearman’s ρ = 0.19, p < 

0.001) (Fig. 2B). 

 

 
 
 
Discussion  

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/M7NW2
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/mh0oJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/mh0oJ
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This work provides the first estimates for global diazotroph diversity and its relationship with in 

situ measured nitrogen fixation rates. The integration of classical microscopy-based and 

sequence-based (qPCR and metagenomic) data sources allowed us to model the biogeography 

of 14 diazotroph species representing major life history strategies of oceanic diazotrophs and 

included marine non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs that have not been included previously in any 

global scale biogeographic study. In accordance with previous studies based on SDMs of phyto- 

and zooplankton species (42, 43), as well as studies based on metagenomic surveys (22, 25, 

46), we found diazotroph diversity to be highest in tropical and subtropical regions and to 

decrease towards the poles (Fig. 1B).  

   The inclusion of non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs into previously cyanobacteria-centric models 

of diazotroph diversity unveiled complementary patterns of their spatial distribution and overlap 

with cyanobacterial diazotrophs in richness hotspots (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A-L). The importance 

of non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs has been recognized only within the last decade after 

extensive marine surveys such as Tara Ocean collected metagenomes from the marine 

environment. Recent evidence showed that non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs considerably 

expand the known diversity of abundant marine nitrogen fixers (47). A further analysis of samples 

taken during the Tara Ocean expedition identified non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs within the 

particle-attached fraction (22). These findings suggest that non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs are 

present in nutrient-rich upwelling regions where high primary production leads to higher amounts 

of particulate organic matter, a carbon-rich resource that may create oxygen-low micro-niches 

that can be occupied by non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs. Our results show the highest richness 

of non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs is found in upwelling-influenced marine regions such as the 

Peruvian Coastal Upwelling and are therefore in line with such studies. Thus, the distribution of 

non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs needs to be taken into account in future modeling and 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/dN1Ag+9V669
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/O8uxV+NWDsV+mh0oJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/O8uxV+NWDsV+mh0oJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/iDOrJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/NWDsV
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experimental studies aiming at the quantification of ecosystem functions associated with the 

global biogeochemical cycling of nitrogen. 

 Based on the diazotroph richness diagnosed by our models and using either model-based BNF 

rates from Wang et al. (44) or in-situ measurements (25), we found a positive correlation between 

BNF and diazotroph richness (Spearman’s ρ = 0.8, p < 0.001 in Fig. 3A and Spearman’s ρ = 

0.19, p < 0.001 in Fig. 3B),  supporting the view that diazotroph diversity may be a major control 

on global BNF rates. Since our hypothesis is based on cyanobacterial nitrogen fixation strategies 

that vary depending on optimal environmental conditions present in the marine environment, we 

analyzed the correlation between diazotroph richness either based on cyanobacterial and non-

cyanobacterial species (SI Appendix, Fig. S10A and B). We found a stronger correlation between 

cyanobacterial-based diazotroph richness and BNF (Spearman’s ρ = 0.26, p < 0.001) which 

further supports the hypothesis according to which cyanobacterial niche complementarity leads 

to increased BNF. We found the correlation between in situ measured BNF and non-

cyanobacterial richness to be much weaker (Spearman’s ρ = 0.09, p < 0.05). While our correlative 

methods preclude the identification of causal links between BNF and diazotroph richness, the 

current diazotroph literature provides us with ample evidence to formulate plausible hypotheses 

that may be tested in future mechanistic or experimental work. 

One mechanism that may drive the positive relationship between diazotroph species diversity 

and N2 fixation rate is the ecological complementary effect (48). According to this mechanism, 

differences in the ecological strategies of taxa lead to greater partitioning of the available 

resources, enhanced coexistence, enhanced resource use efficiency and thus enhanced 

community-level productivity, in particular under stable environmental conditions such as those 

prevailing in the tropics (48), where highest diazotroph richness estimates have been projected 

by our SDMs (Fig. 1A). Those slight differences involved in metabolic processes within marine 

diazotrophs link to differences in the amount of nitrogen fixed depending on ideal environmental 

https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/M7NW2
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/mh0oJ
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/1HEQ3
https://paperpile.com/c/rIkFFp/1HEQ3
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conditions being present, and the accumulated effect of strategies, hereby reflected as increased 

species richness, may lead to higher BNF with increasing diazotroph richness. These elements 

suggest that the correlative relationships emerging from our data may have a physiological and 

ecological foundation. As shown in Fig. S11 (SI Appendix), cyanobacterial nestedness estimates 

are highest in regions where we find the highest diazotroph richness and BNF rates. This 

supports the hypothesis that niche complementarity can promote species diversity and coincide 

with a higher resource use efficiency ultimately leading to higher BNF rates. 

 

    We partially overcame the major hurdle of data limitations to model microbial communities on 

a global scale by merging observations that originate from varying sampling methodologies to 

maximize the number of observations and analyzed if the richness projections differ when using 

microscopy or sequence-based data only. Here we show that observations either retrieved from 

microscopy or sequence-based methodologies lead to the same global richness patterns of 

marine diazotrophs if considered in isolation, and can thus be analyzed in combination (SI 

Appendix, Fig. S2) indicating that the origin of the data source has no effect that substantially 

skews our SDM results. Hence, our results highlight the potential compatibility of observations 

originating from different sampling strategies to alleviate the effect of data scarcity in modeling 

work and show that reliable projections can be extracted from both data types, microscopic and 

sequence-based. This increases our confidence in merging observations from different sampling 

methodologies for microbial plankton taxa to increase the pool of observations for future studies 

that aim to constrain uncertainties related to small sampling sizes. 

Taken together, our work links diazotroph diversity to BNF at the global scale and supports 

the existence of an important biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationship in marine plankton. 

As such, this highlights the potential of the diversity of individual plankton functional groups to 

govern the strength and global distribution of essential processes relevant to global 

biogeochemical cycles. To our knowledge, this is the first study that shows an emergent positive 
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relationship between diazotroph species diversity and the performance of BNF and suggests, 

that the diversity of functional groups must (a) be taken into account in future earth system 

models, and (b) needs to be taken into account in efforts that aim at the conservation of essential 

ecosystem functions associated with biogeochemical cycling. 

 

Data availability: All codes and data used for this analysis are publicly available at the ETH Zurich 

Research collection with the doi: 10.3929/ethz-b-000635803. 
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Figures 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Global diazotroph ensemble diversity. A) Global annual ensemble mean of diazotroph 

species richness. B) Global 1° binned latitudinal richness gradients for each one of the 18 models 

(colored lines) the ensemble has been generated from. The black line is the mean across all 18 

models. White stipples indicate areas where the coefficient of variation was above the 70th 

percentile marking greater differences between model projections. C) Global annual ensemble 

species turnover. D) Global ensemble nestedness. Species turnover measures the degree of 

species replacement and nestedness observes species assemblages that are smaller subsets of 

larger sets, based on Jaccard’s dissimilarity index. 
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Figure 2. Annual ensemble mean species richness of A) cyanobacterial and B) non-cyanobacterial 

diazotrophs. The ensemble (n = 18) has been computed from 1° longitudinal and 1° latitudinal 

monthly Species Distribution Model outputs that account for uncertainties related to predictors, 

algorithms and background selection strategies chosen. Ensemble richness has been normalized 

by the number of species modeled with blue colors indicating low richness and the yellowish colors 

increasing the annual ensemble richness. 
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Figure 3. Relationship between diazotroph species richness and biological nitrogen fixation (BNF). 

Shown are correlations between nitrogen fixation rates and global annual diazotroph richness. A) 

Nitrogen fixation rates originate from (44). The black line indicates a 2nd order polynomial fit. 

Further indicated are Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and the statistical p-value. B) 

Correlation between grid cells that contain in situ nitrogen fixation measurements compiled by Shao 

et al. (2023) and projected annual diazotroph richness from an ensemble of species distribution 

models. Spearman correlation coefficient is given in the top left corner with the associated p-value. 

Grey shading indicates the 0.95 confidence interval.  
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Supporting Information  
 

Extended Material and Methods 

 
Diazotroph occurrence dataset. We compiled an exhaustive dataset of diazotroph occurrences 

from public sources and from recent studies that focused on either quantitative– (counts or gene 

reads) and qualitative (presence-absence, non-detection) field records of planktonic diazotrophs. 

We compiled diazotrophic data from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF; 

www.gbif.org, last access: 20 October 2021), the Ocean Biogeographic Information System 

(OBIS; www.obis.org/, last access: 21 October 2021), Luo et al. (1), Tang and Cassar (2), 

Gradoville et al. (3), Detoni et al. (4), Martínez-Pérez et al. (5), Phytobase (6), Pierella Karlusich 

et al. (7) and Paoli et al. (8) (Figure S1).  

We included further quality controls on observations that have been retrieved via public 

databases such as GBIF or OBIS. We used an ocean mask (9) to ensure that only marine taxa 

were included and any observation displaying a doubtful taxonomic assignment in the original 

datasets was removed. To avoid the inclusion of outdated species names from early sampling 

periods, each taxon name of microscopic origin was screened against the World Register of 

Marine Species (WoRMS, https://www.marinespecies.org) and only taxa with an accepted status 

were included. WoRMS was further used for taxonomic harmonization regarding microscopy 

retrieved observations and annotations. Scientific names whose taxonomic status was flagged 

as unaccepted in WoRMS were either removed or corrected by an alternative accepted name. 

When information about the measurement method was missing from the original datasets, we 

screened the associated publications to backtrack the methodology used to identify each 

observation. When no information on the method was found within the complete dataset, we 

checked the time period of the sampling event. Observations before 1980 were assumed to be 

http://www.gbif.org/
http://www.obis.org/
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/57B9n
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/PlgKw
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https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/0AYm6
https://www.marinespecies.org/
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microscope-based since sequence-based taxonomy was not established in the scientific 

community back then. For some studies, the exact days were not recorded but a several-week 

period was given. In those cases, we assigned a specific day from the covering period since none 

of those mentioned periods were extensively long (all periods < three weeks).  

      We further included records of non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs (10). We used the 

metagenomic assembled genomes (MAGs) computed by Delmont et al. (10) and screened the 

Ocean Microbiomics Database (8) which compiles data from Sunagawa et al. (11), Salazar et al. 

(12), Biller et al. (13), Acinas et al. (14), Delmont et al. (10), Klemetsen et al. (15) and Pachiadaki 

et al. (16) for matching metagenomic operational taxonomic units (mOTUs) to retrieve a 

taxonomic annotation of those genomes using the Genome Taxonomy Database (17). Column 

names or data fields were adjusted and harmonized to establish compatibility in the dimensions 

of the different source datasets following Darwin Core standards (https://dwc.tdwg.org). To 

remove duplicates, an occurrence ID was created considering the columns “family”, “genus”, 

”species”, “decimalLongitude”, “decimalLatitude”, “year”, “month”, “day” and “depth”.  

 

Open ocean environmental conditions. Environmental parameters were compiled to reflect 

key dimensions of microbial plankton niches that shape species’ distributions via effects on 

physiology, growth or species competition (Table S1) (18–20). Since we focused on the 

diazotroph community of the global offshore ocean, we limited the confounding influences of 

complex and fertile coastal environments by excluding data from seas shallower than 200 m (21) 

and from regions characterized by climatological surface salinities below 20 (22). 

Species distribution models. SDMs fit statistical associations between species’ observed 

occurrences and environmental variables; i.e., they estimate a species’ realized environmental 

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/AEJE6
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/AEJE6
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/jewQB
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/A5crQ
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/vn5vi
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/4xqNl
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/V6146
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/AEJE6
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/wiQFS
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/hlC0o
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/oBjOX
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/I6hiD+BrdLs+xTGUk
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/HvRBa
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/M8T09
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niche (19). SDMs provide a useful framework to explore large-scale distributions of microbial 

plankton species. They assume that: (i) species are not dispersal-limited in the open ocean (23) a 

trait consistent with the generally wide geographic ranges of the species in the data; (ii) species 

are primarily controlled by abiotic environmental factors in their global distribution (23), and rapidly 

respond when conditions turn suitable (24). Since the distribution patterns of diazotrophic taxa are 

likely to change seasonally (25), we used a monthly match-up between species’ occurrences and 

the environmental variables to train the SDMs. Then, we projected the SDMs onto global 

environmental data fields at 1° and monthly resolution to obtain maps of the species’ habitat 

suitability index (HSI; also called “presence probability” in the literature), or distribution maps of 

presence-absence after applying a probability threshold to the HSI maps. We follow the standard 

SDM ensemble framework of Righetti et al. (18) and Benedetti et al. (26) which has been shown to 

robustly model species distributions and the associated emergent patterns of species diversity. We 

further developed an ensemble of SDMs that address three key sources of uncertainty: (i) sampling 

bias, (ii) predictor choice, and (iii) algorithm choice. 

    We converted all quantitative data to presence-only data for the present study and interpreted 

zeros as absences. We binned the species’ presences into the monthly 1° × 1° cell grid to match 

the resolution of the environmental predictors. Multiple observations per species and 1° cell that 

came from the same month although from potentially different years were counted as a single 

monthly presence. The final occurrence dataset recorded a total of more than 6500 gridded 

presences across 29 taxa available for the SDMs. 

 

Target-group approaches to sample background data. To inform the correlative SDMs about 

the parts of the environmental space that are less suitable for the species to be present, we had to 

generate background data (also termed “pseudo-absences” in the literature). We selected 

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/BrdLs
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/PBUgT
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/PBUgT
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/htSxZ
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/Ecc2y
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/I6hiD
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environmental background data for each species, using the target-group approach (18, 27). Here, 

we sampled the background data based on the target group to: (i) ensure that background sampling 

follows a sampling scheme similar to that of the presence data, thereby balancing presence data 

bias when fitting SDMs; (ii) ensure that extensive ocean areas characterized by lower sampling 

density were not artificially misclassified as areas of lower species’ habitat suitability. We use a 

larger number of pseudo-absences (presence/absence ratio = 1/10) with equal weighting for 

regression-based techniques and a ratio of 1/1 for tree-based models as suggested by Barbet-

Massin et al. (28).  

    We defined three different target groups: the “total target group”, the “group-specific target 

group” and the “cruise-specific target group”. The “total target group” approach included 

taxonomic records from Phytobase (6) which fell into the surface ocean mixed-layer, excluding 

records from the comparably larger-sized diatoms and dinoflagellates. The “group-specific target 

group” consisted of all locations from the compiled diazotroph database used in this study and 

the “cruise-specific target group” provided background information from cruises that used the 

same sampling method. This use of varying background selection strategies is a powerful tool if 

the particular method is applied in a sufficiently broad environmental context and across multiple 

taxa. In the context of mostly data-deficient diazotrophs, several methods have only been applied 

in certain ocean basins and without a regular grid. Therefore, to provide enough environmental 

variability for the modeling it is important to strive for extensive datasets, merging observations 

that originate from varying sampling methodologies. 

    Under all three configurations of the target group approach, we sampled background data in 

a stratified manner from the target group following the procedure of Righetti et al. (18) and 

summarized hereafter. We incorporated two environmental gradients (sea surface temperature 

and mixed layer depth) during the background selection to ensure that the breadth of the chosen 

key environmental factors was reflected in the background of each taxon. Background data were 

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/kdvFE+I6hiD
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/IVYjK
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/sKltS
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sampled with overlapping and non-overlapping options. The overlapping option means that the 

taxon modeled remains part of the background and can provide background data itself, while the 

non-overlapping option refers to the case where the presence cells of the model taxon are 

excluded from the background. While the overlapping option generates a background that is 

more general (i.e., pseudoabsences reflect environmental conditions in the study domain) the 

latter is more specific.  

 

Algorithm and complexity choice. Statistical algorithm choice represents the main source of 

uncertainty in studies relying on SDMs (29). We constructed SDMs based on either General 

Linear Models (GLMs; using the R package “stats”), General Additive Models (GAMs; R package 

“mgcv”), or Random Forests (RFs; R package “randomForest”), as three algorithms of increasing 

statistical response shape complexity. We used comparably few predictors (n = 4) in models and 

fitted simple response shapes to account for the relatively few presences of most diazotroph 

species. We considered species with at least 24 presences (across all possible monthly 1° cells) 

for modeling, following recommendations by Brun et al. (30), where one predictor per 10 

presence observations would be ideal. GLM included linear and quadratic terms and a stepwise 

bidirectional predictor selection procedure. GAM used smoothing terms with four basis 

dimensions (k = 4), estimated by penalized regression splines without penalization to zero for 

single variables. To balance the overall weight of presences versus background data per species, 

background data in GAM and GLM were weighted by the ratio of species’ presence to 

background data points. RFs included 4’000 trees, simple terms, and single-end node size. The 

weighting of data in individual RF trees was balanced by randomly subsampling the same 

amounts of background data as the species had presences as suggested by Barbet-Massin et 

al. (28). In cases where the sampling of absences resulted in a lower number than presences 

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/JZfXO
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/osm3A
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/IVYjK
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due to the lack of potential locations valid for drawing absences, presences have been 

downsampled to the number of absences found, to keep the 1:1 ratio, when running the RF. 

Predictor ranking and selection for member models. In addition to algorithm choice, predictor 

choice represents a potentially important source of uncertainty in the present SDMs, as the 

environmental variables controlling the spatial distributions of planktonic diazotrophs remain 

poorly known. We fitted single-factor GLM, GAM, and RF models to the presence versus 

background data of each taxon, for each candidate predictor using the same model 

parametrization as in the SDMs. Model explanatory skill was evaluated using the adjusted D2 for 

GLM, adjusted R2 for GAM and the Out-Of-Bag Error statistic for RF. For each species, predictors 

were ranked according to these statistics, and a predictor ensemble using the mean variable 

ranks was obtained across GLM, GAM, and RF, which served as a basis for predictor selection.  

    To capture predictor-based uncertainty, we fitted five ensemble model members per taxon, 

each using a different set of four predictors and built an ensemble of SDMs. We used a 

randomization approach to select the four predictors per member model, using the predictor pre-

ranking of each taxon as a basis (Table S2). For each pair of predictors, we computed pairwise 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients since collinearity between predictors can inflate the 

standard errors of regression model parameters and inflate their variance in regressive models 

leading to biased SDM projections (31). For predictor pairs with a Spearman’s rank correlation 

higher than 0.7, only one predictor was used in the SDM. 

Evaluation of member models and ensemble prediction. For each species, we evaluated the 

predictive skill of each ensemble model member based on fourfold cross-validation. In this cross-

validation, the species’ presences and background data were randomly split into four fractions 

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/jWMsu
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with approximately equal numbers of presences and pseudoabsences each. The ensemble 

model member was iteratively trained on 75% of the data and the predictions were evaluated 

against the remaining 25%. We used the True Skill Statistic (TSS) to quantify model skill (i.e., for 

each member model, per taxon). The TSS ranges from -1 to +1 with values greater than zero 

indicating models performing better than random. We retained members showing a TSS score 

of at least 0.30 to build the model ensemble. Fig. S8 shows boxplots of TSS scores of each 

successfully modeled diazotroph across all member models. Successful model members were 

then projected globally onto monthly (n = 12 months) environmental data fields, yielding species-

level maps of HSI. Before estimating species richness, we converted the HSI maps to presence-

absence maps based on the probability threshold that maximizes the TSS using the function 

“optimal.thresholds” from the PresenceAbsence package in R (32). 

 

Diazotroph diversity. Richness is the simplest measure of diversity and corresponds to the 

number of species present within one location or grid cell. We stacked the monthly SDM 

projections from each ensemble member of the successfully modeled taxa (n = 14) within each 

grid cell. For each model, we then calculated the monthly richness estimate by summing up the 

species-level presence-absence maps. The annual ensemble mean richness was then computed 

as the mean richness of each grid cell across all ensemble members and all twelve months. The 

final map on diazotroph richness is therefore computed as an ensemble of 18 models each 

including 14 diazotroph species that passed the evaluation criteria (at least 24 observations and 

a TSS score higher than 0.3) including the three different SDMs (GLM, GAM, RF) and six different 

background selection strategies (total target-group, group-specific, cruise-specific with 

overlapping and non-overlapping options). Species richness was then normalized by the number 

of species to map the relative number of species present within one grid cell. The inclusion of 

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/UhmPW
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several SDMs has the advantage of covering one source of main uncertainty in SDMs, which 

results from model choice, to increase generalization.  

To estimate beta diversity and investigate the ecological processes of the global gradient of 

diazotrophs species richness, we calculated the Jaccard index and its two components i) species 

turnover and ii) species nestedness for each model. We used the function beta.pair from the 

betapart package in R (33) according to the equation: 

ß!"# 	= ß!$% 	+	ß!&' 	= 	
(	*	#

"	*	(	*	#
	= 	 2(

2(	*	"
	+	( #	+	(

"	*	(		*	#
)	( "

2(	*	"
)	         Equation 1 

where ß!"# is the Jaccard dissimilarity, ß!$% the turnover component of Jaccard dissimilarity, and 

ß!&' the nestedness component of Jaccard dissimilarity. We perform a pairwise dissimilarity 

between all pairs of sites and average the results for each grid cell across all other grid cells, 

where a is the number of shared species between two cells, b the number of species unique to 

the poorest site and c the number of species unique to the richest site. The final ensembles of 

the three beta diversity indices were computed the same way as the ensemble species richness: 

we averaged the estimates across 18 ensemble member models retrieving an ensemble 

estimate for each grid cell for species turnover and nestedness. Moreover, the beta ratio between 

nestedness was computed (ß,"$-. 	= ß!&'/ß!"#)	to understand which component has the highest 

contribution to total dissimilarity. A ß,"$-.	that is higher than 0.5 would therefore indicate that the 

region is dominated by nestedness rather than species turnover and alternatively a value lower 

than 0.5 would indicate the opposite. 
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Biological nitrogen fixation rates. To analyze the correlation between global marine biological 

nitrogen fixation (BNF) and diazotroph richness, we used the global BNF estimates originating from 

two independent studies. Wang et al. (34) published global marine BNF rates from the Community 

Earth System Model (CESM) model simulations (https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models), where 

nitrogen cycle simulations were conducted using a modified version of the ocean component. 

Additionally, we use in situ measured BNF compiled by Shao et al. (35). To make both BNF rates 

comparable to the global diazotroph richness estimate, we re-gridded both global estimates to a 1° 

latitude x 1° longitude resolution and correlated each richness estimate within a grid cell with the 

corresponding BNF rate.  

 

Uncertainty analysis. We carefully assessed the influence of the choices made in the SDM 

framework on our final estimate of mean annual diazotroph species richness as such choices 

generate uncertainty (i.e., variability) around this estimate. To do so, we included several modeling 

strategies as described above (background selection, predictor choice, and algorithm complexity) 

to analyze how different choices influence the biogeographies of the individual diazotroph taxa. 

Species richness estimates were computed for each SDM output and the coefficient of variation 

was used to quantify differences in the global distribution of richness. To account for uncertainties 

related to differences in sampling methodologies, we split our total dataset into observations that 

are either microscopy-based or sequence-based. We then re-analyzed those datasets and further 

computed SDMs for each of those three datasets. We compared the individual species distributions 

and diversity patterns to assess if significantly different patterns arise, or if these patterns follow a 

similar distribution which would justify merging different types of observations (Fig. S2).  

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/vcrP
https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/IMc08
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Fig. S1. Figure S1:  Global map of diazotroph observations: A) Global map of diazotroph 

observation (n > 22.000) with longitudinal and latitudinal marginal histograms colored by sources 

(yellow: Detoni et al. (2022), green: Gradoville, pink: Luo et al. (2012), brown: Ocean Microbiomics 

Database (Paoli et al., 2022), dark red: Phytobase (Righetti 2019), dark green: GBIF, blue: 

Karlusich et al. (2021), dark pink: Martinez et al. (2016), red: OBIS, dark blue: Tang and Cassar 

(2019). B) A treemap showing the fraction of total observations/sampling effort in percentage for 
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each ocean basin. Percentages decrease along light to dark blue color gradient. The Southern 

Ocean is not shown, as the fraction of observational records falling into this region is below 1%. C) 

A treemap showing the percentage fraction of individual diazotroph taxa in percentage. 

Percentages decrease along light to dark blue color gradient. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. S2. Global Pearson correlation coefficient between model outputs derived from microscopy-

based and sequence-based datasets from the total non-overlapping target-group approach from a 

GAM. Both axes show the normalized richness for each location (i.e., global ocean grid cell). 
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Fig. S3. Boxplots showing the range of diversity estimates across each ensemble member. The 

different ensemble members account for uncertainties related to algorithm choice (General Linear 

Model, glm; General Additive Model, gam; Random Forest, rf) and background selection strategy 

(total target group, tot; group-specific target group, gr; cruise-specific target group, cr) A) Shows 

each ensemble member on the x-axis and the normalized richness on the y-axis. B) Shows each 

ensemble member on the x-axis and the value of the corresponding betadiversity measure which 

is colored in pink (jaccard similarity), green (nestedness) or blue (species turnover).  
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Fig. S4.  Scatterplot between ensemble beta ratio and the normalized ensemble richness with 

points colored either by absolute latitude (A) or annual nitrogen fixation rates by Wang et al. (2019) 

(B). The beta ratio is calculated as the ratio between the ensemble nestedness and ensemble 

jacchard dissimilarity index. Each ensemble estimate is an average across eighteen Species 

Distribution Models that account for uncertainties related to predictors, algorithms, and background 

selection strategies. The spatial resolution is 1° longitude by 1° latitude on a monthly basis and 

coastal regions have been excluded by removing seas shallower than 200 meters and waters with 

surface salinity less than 20.  
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Fig. S5. Species-level spatial distribution of diazotrophs based on an ensemble across eighteen 

species distribution models. Each taxon was modeled separately for each month on a 1° longitude 

1° latitude spatial resolution. The annual ensemble mean number of presences has been calculated 

by averaging across each output, with yellow indicating higher permanent annual presence while 

blue indicates the opposite with dark blue representing absences. 
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Fig. S6. Mean ranking of 26 environmental parameters based on single factor analysis on each 

diazotroph species applying three different algorithms namely General Linear Model (GLM), 

General Additive Model (GAM), and a Random Forest (RF). 
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Fig. S7. Correlation heatmap showing the pairwise Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients 

computed for the 21 environmental variables used for further analysis. When two environmental 

variables show a Spearman correlation coefficient > |0.7|, only one variable has been used within 

a set of predictors. Environmental variables: T (sea surface temperature, °C), Sal (sea surface 
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salinity), N (nitrate, μM), P (phosphate, μM), Si (silicic acid, μM), MLD1 (mixed layer depth, meters), 

PAR (photosynthetically active radiation, μmol m−2s−1), Chl (chlorophyll, µg liter−1), Wind.CCMP 

(sea surface wind stress,  m s−), pCO2 (carbon dioxide partial pressure in the surface sea, µatm), 

MLPAR1 (photosynthetically available radiation over the mixed layer depth, µmol m−2s−1), Nstar 

(excess concentration of nitrate in relation to the redfield ratio, µM), Sistar (the ratio of nitrate to 

silicic acid, µM), dT_dt (temporal trends of sea surface temperature, °C), dN_dt (temporal trends of 

nitrate, µM), dMLD1_dt (temporal trends of mixed layer depth, meters), logMLD1 (logarithmic mixed 

layer depth, meters), logChl (logarithmic chlorophyll concentration, µg liter−1), logN (logarithmic 

nitrate concentration, μM), logP (logarithmic phosphate concentration, μM), logSi (logarithmic silicic 

acid concentration, μM).  
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Fig. S8. Response curves Trichodesmium: Global Presence-Pseudoabsence maps and response 

curves fitted for the genus Trichodesmium by the three SDM algorithms (General Additive Model, 

GAM; General Linear Model, GLM’s; Random Forest, Rf) for the environmental predictors involved 

in the ensemble predictor sets across the six background selection strategies. A-D) total non-

overlapping background selection; B-E) total overlapping background selection; C-F) group-
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specific non-overlapping; G-J) group-specific overlapping; H-K) cruise-specific non-overlapping; I-

L) cruise-specific overlapping. 

 

 

Fig. S9. Boxplots containing the TSS scores across the predictor ensemble sets. Each plot shows 

all diazotroph species included in the richness estimate for each background selection strategy. 

Richness estimates further include the phylotype Gamma-A and if UCYN-A was not successfully 
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modeled, we have added the individually modeled ecotypes UCYN-A1 and UCYN-A2 to be 

included in the richness estimate due to their importance as a diazotroph. The boxplot titles encode 

for the algorithm (General Additive Model, gam; General Linear Model, glm; Random Forest, rf), 

background selection strategy (Total background, tot; group specific background, gr; cruise specific 

background, cr) and overlapping (overl) vs. non-overlapping (nonov) options. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. S10. Annual biological nitrogen fixation flux based on the publication by Wang et al. (2019). 
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Fig. S11. Relationship between diazotroph species richness and biological nitrogen fixation (BNF). 

Shown are correlations between nitrogen fixation rates and global annual diazotroph richness of A) 

only cyanobacterial diazotrophs and B) only non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs. The black line 

indicates a 2nd order polynomial fit. Further indicated are Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient 

and the statistical p-value. Grey shading indicates the 0.95 confidence interval.  
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Fig. S12. Global beta diversity for cyanobacterial diazotrophs. A) Global nestedness based on a 

General Additive Model and B) Global species turnover. Blue color indicates low values and yellow 
indicates high estimates 
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Table S1. Environmental parameters that have been chosen in regard to reflect oceanic conditions 

that shape species’ distributions via effects on physiology, growth, or species competition (20). 

https://paperpile.com/c/nJiYYm/xTGUk
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Variables were aggregated at a monthly (n = 12) climatological and globally gridded resolution (1° 

latitude × 1° longitude), as this was the best available resolution shared among datasets. 

 

 

 

 

Table S2. Table showing each ensemble of predictor sets used to model each taxon to account for 

predictor uncertainties. Ensembles have been computed by randomly subsampling the top 10 
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environmental predictors that have ranked most important for each diazotroph taxa individually. 

Multicollinearity has been accounted for by removing parameters with Spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficients higher than 0.7. 
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